IDENTIFY THE LICENSE HOST’S END CUSTOMER

This process shows how to identify the End Customer for a License Host in PLDS.

This will show the Group ID (Sold To) and the Company ID.
Go to Activation - View Activation Record
Search for the Host

The easiest way to search for a License Host is by using the Host ID (which is the MAC address from the server), but it’s not the only method. Hosts can also be found by License Host (name given to the machine in PLDS), Sold To #, etc. Some other options can be found under [Advanced Search].
Select the Host

Depending on the way you searched for the host, you may have more than one result. Look for the one you need and click on [View].
Go to the Ownership tab
Information

You will find the needed information here.

The Company ID is listed under [Registered Company Name ID] and the Sold To is listed under [Group Name ID]